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South Dakota State University 
 

HIST 111 - World Civilization 
 
 

Concepts addressed: 
Development of City Civilizations in Mesopotamia, Africa, Indus River Valley, Huang He River 
Valley, Mesoamerica  
 
 
I. Definition of town, city  
II. Use of the term "civilization"  
III. Mesopotamia  

A. Ur: near mouth of Euphrates and Tigris (now near Nasiriyah)  
1.Origins due to need for centralized irrigation c. 2600 BCE  
2. Ziggurat (constructed c. 2050 BCE)  

B. Babylon  
1. Agriculture - use of irrigation  
2. Gardens - sign of leisure  
3. Housing  

C. Sumerian Dynasties and Rule  
1. Ur-Nanmu (r. 2112-2094 BCE): legal code  
2. Hammurabi (c. 1750 BCE): legal code - era of Sumerian "golden age"  

D. Trade connections throughout Middle East region  
E. Sumerian deities and religious activities  

1. Gilgamesh epic - foundational myths for Genesis and peoples throughout region  
2. Role of priestly class  

F. Sumerian Science and Learning  
1. Astronomy  
2. Mathematics  
3. Calendar  

G. Sumerian society as seen through Hammurabi's legal code  
1. Social classes: free, free but poor, slave - All were not equal before the law  
2. "Eye for an eye" law (lex talionis)  
4. Role of the ruler in settling disputes 

IV. Africa: Nile River  
A. Emergence of nomes (villages) as independent city-states, first in south - once grassy plains 

then in north  
B. Dependence on the river - annual inundations; focus of religious, social economic lives  
C. Unification of Upper (south) and Lower (north) Egypt in 3100 BCE under Menes I -  
     established national administration, royal governors  
D. Old Kingdom (2630-2151 BCE)  

1. Started embalming practices  
2. First construction of pyramids (80 total sites in history of Egypt)  
3. Pharaoh Khufu (Cheops) ordered construction of Great Pyramid of Giza; sent  
    expeditions to get slaves, valuables in Nubia  

E. First Intermediate Period (2151-2055 BCE)  
1. Famine, poor leadership  
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2. Union of kingdoms disintegrated - as in all "intermediate" periods  
3. From c. 2160 unification efforts from both Lower and Upper Egypt  

F. Middle Kingdom (1986-1633 BCE)  
1. On-going conflicts with Nubia, efforts to extend Egyptian power  
    into Syria  
2. Amenemhat III (r. 1859-1814 BCE) - greatest monarch of era  

G. Second Intermediate Period  
H. New Kingdom (1600-1200 BCE)  

1. Transformation of coffins into mummy-shape; use of Canopic jars  
2. Expansion of Egyptian control through Upper Euphrates  
3. Era of enormous wealth and power - gold thrones for pharaohs 
4. Amenophis IV renamed himself Akhenaton - with wife Nefertiti, developed         
    "monotheistic" religion; era of more naturalistic art  
5. Tutankhamen’s reign restored traditional religious practices  
6. Ramses II, III; Sethos I built new temples and statues  
7. Queen Hatshepsut - expansion of Egyptian trade 

I. Third Intermediate Period  
J. Late Period - Egypt under Persian power (525 BCE)  
K. General characteristics of Egyptian life and society  
L. Egyptian religious beliefs - reincarnation, Isis, Osiris, Horus, Re  
M. Egyptian strengths, weaknesses, and legacy of the civilization  

V. Indus River Valley: Indus and Ghaggar-Hakia Rivers (modern Pakistan)  
A. Civilization over more than 1 million km2 into modern India, Afghanistan  
B. Little known - Indus script undeciphered  
C. More than 1000 settlements discovered  
D. Cities: ego Harappa, Mohenjo-daro  

1. Concern with hygiene: first sanitation systems - covered drains  
2. Egalitarian housing: all had access to water, drains  
3. Houses opened onto small lanes or courtyards - shielded from noise, odors  
4. Streets in grid patterns  

E. Architecture  
1. Dockyards built with concern for tides, waves, and currents - among most advanced of 

time  
2. Granaries, warehouses for a trading economy  
3. Citadels but no monumental structures, palaces  
4. No evidence of irrigation - based upon rainfall harvesting tied to monsoon season  

F. Science  
1. First to develop uniform weights and measures - great precision  
2. Basic use of decimal system by engineers in construction  
3. Evidence of medicine and dentistry  

G. Fine Arts  
1. Dancing, painting, sculpture appreciated 
2. Notable for anatomical detail  

VI. Huang He River (Yellow River) Valley Civilization  
A. Modern humans in China c. 65,000 years ago  
B. By 6000 BCE, development of early rice-paddy agriculture - allowed larger population and  
     then villages/cities  
C. Peiligang culture (Henan province) - central plains  
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1. Sites date to c. 5000 BCE  
2. Millet farming, pig raising, pottery  

D. Huang He valley became cultural center and site of first villages  
E. Shang dynasty (13th century BCE) - oracle bones  
F. Tales of the "Five Emperors" -legendary sage-kings, moral examples - Yellow Emperor  
     supposedly ancestor of all Chinese people  
G. Xia dynasty (c. 2000 BCE) first to establish inherited rulership but little more known  
H. Shang dynasty (1600-1046 BCE) -latter half (Yin dynasty) most important  

1. Geographic and military origins of the dynasty  
2. Yin (Anyang) was last of 6 capitals (c. 1300-1046 BCE) excavations uncovered  
    thousands of jade, bronze artifacts more than 20,000 oracle bones  
3.  Written records on politics, economics, religion, astronomy, calendar, art, medicine, 

etc.  
4. Court life indicated wealth, sophistication of king - led defense, conquest,  
    administration, and religious/cult activities - Court rituals for ancestors, spirits  
5. Shang Zhou - last Yin king - said to have committed suicide after army defeated by      
     Zhou people  

VII. Mesoamerica  
A. Cultures developed in region between Central Mexico and NW border of Costa Rica in 3000  
     years prior to arrival of Columbus (1492)  
B. Many common elements shared among peoples  

1. Hierarchical social organization  
2. Worship of deities that include a rain god, a sun god, a feathered serpent god  
    (Quezalcoatl)  
3. Use of 3-stone hearth, particular sandal design  
4. Intensive agriculture based on corn/maize  
5. 260-day ritual calendar along with solar calendar  
6. Temples built on top of stepped pyramids  
7. Languages all include group of common elements - Nahuatl as lingua franca since at  
    least 7th century CE 8 Groups include Zapotecs, Mixtec, Huastec, Toxoac, Toltec  

C. Olmec (1200 BCE - 400 BCE): lowlands of south central Mexico with wide influence  
1. Initiated almost all elements common among Mesoamerican civilizations  
2. Built city-temple complexes in capitals of San Lorenzo, La Venta  
3. "Olmec" means "rubber people" in Aztec language - started extraction of latex from a   
    species of rubber tree and added juice from a vine to produce rubber (c. 600 BCE)  

   4. Developed a hieroglyphic-style script (example from 650 BCE)  
5. Noted for range of carvings from large to small, stone to jade humans but more often a  
    divine jaguar  
6. Most recognized for the huge carvings of helmeted heads headgear similar to that worn     
     by players in Mesoamerican ritual/recreational ballgame  
7. San Lorenzo declined and then abandoned (900 BCE), moved to La Venta which in  
    turn collapsed by 400 BCE  
8. Olmecs replaced by Maya, Zapotec, Teotihuacan as regional powers  

D. Teotihuacan - city name means "Place where there is god-becoming" 
1. Multiethnic city with central influence in area NE of Mexico City a. Included Zapotec,  
    Mixtec, Maya, Nahua quarters  
2. Possibly built by Totonacs after 300 BCE  
3. City at its greatest in period 150-430 CE, when covered more than 20 square miles, had  
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    population of c. 150,000-200,000  
4. Central "Avenue of the Dead' surrounded by ceremonial buildings, including Pyramid  
    of the Sun (built 150 BCE), Pyramid of the Moon, Temple of Quetzalcoatl  
5. City sacked and burned c. 7th/8th c CE, but remained part of culture in region - became  
    place of pilgrimmage  


